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Title Deconstructed
Predictive Lattice QCD

QCD is quantum chromodynamics, the modern theory of the 
strong (nuclear) force.  Quarks & gluons ⇒ hadrons.

Lattice QCD is a way to calculate long-distance properties 
with a lot of computing—O(10) Tflop-years’ worth.

Any computational enterprise is more persuasive if it can 
predict something before it’s been measured.



PC Clusters at Fermilab



Outline
Introduction: the long and short of QCD.

Reflection: Why are we here?

Challenge: obstacles to lattice QCD.

Success: numerical simulation + effective field theory.

Predictions: calculations preceding measurements.

Outlook: influences on flavor physics and beyond.



The Long & Short of 
QCD



QCD

Quantum chromodynamics is part of the Standard Model.

SU(3) gauge symmetry.

Mathematically almost like QED, “just messier.”

QCD possesses asymptotic freedom, so at short distances 
perturbation theory is accurate and quantitative.

Chromodynamics is not like electrodynamics at all.
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QCD compared to QED
In QED, virtual electron-positron pairs screen the bare 
charge:	
	
	

In QCD, gluons, as well as quarks, carry color.  They anti-
screen:	
	
	

F(r) =−α(r)
r2

, α=
e2

4π

F(r) =−4
3
αs(r)
r2

, αs =
g2

4π



Asymptotic Freedom

perturbative
evolution

αsF(r)≡−3
4r
2F(r)



Asymptotic Freedom Rocks

Because of asymptotic freedom, QCD is the “star” of the SM.

It is theoretically consistent at all length scales

in contrast to the U(1) and Higgs sectors, where triviality says the 
theory must be replaced at some high scale.

QCD’s short-distance behavior can be calculated accurately.

Multi-GeV energies, multi-GeV temperatures, high densities.



Single-jet Cross Section
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FIG. 6: The inclusive jet cross section, measured in two regions of jet rapidity. The error bars indicate the total experimental
uncertainty. The data at |y| < 0.4 are scaled by a factor of ten for presentation purposes. The predictions from NLO pQCD
are overlaid on the data.
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Agreement between data and 
NLO QCD PT over 8 orders of 

magnitude!



Running of αs

9. Quantum chromodynamics 17

required, for example, to facilitate the extraction of CKM elements from measurements
of charm and bottom decay rates. See Ref. 169 for a recent review.
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Figure 9.2: Summary of the values of αs(µ) at the values of µ where they are
measured. The lines show the central values and the ±1σ limits of our average.
The figure clearly shows the decrease in αs(µ) with increasing µ. The data are,
in increasing order of µ, τ width, Υ decays, deep inelastic scattering, e+e− event
shapes at 22 GeV from the JADE data, shapes at TRISTAN at 58 GeV, Z width,
and e+e− event shapes at 135 and 189 GeV.

9.13. Conclusions

The need for brevity has meant that many other important topics in QCD
phenomenology have had to be omitted from this review. One should mention in
particular the study of exclusive processes (form factors, elastic scattering, . . .), the
behavior of quarks and gluons in nuclei, the spin properties of the theory, and QCD
effects in hadron spectroscopy.

We have focused on those high-energy processes which currently offer the most
quantitative tests of perturbative QCD. Figure 9.1 shows the values of αs(MZ) deduced
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Long Distances

QCD is enormously successful at short distances, but ...

... at distances greater than 1 fm = 10–15 m, QCD forces 
become strong.

Quantitatively, the perturbation series breaks down.

Qualitatively, quarks and gluons are confined into hadrons.



General-purpose tools—symmetry, unitarity, renormalization 
group, etc.—are not enough to calculate even the simplest 
properties of hadrons (masses, decay constants,...).

What is needed is a definition of quantum field theory, 
including gauge theories like QCD, that is non-perturbative 
from the outset.

With such a tool, we could solve old problems—like the 
calculation of the hadron spectrum ...

... and new problems in particle, nuclear, & astro physics.



On Beyond QCD



Standard Model of Elementary Particles 
Parts of the “Standard Model” are Laws of Nature

gauge symmetry SUc(3) × SUL(2) × UY(1)

gauge quantum numbers of quarks, leptons

Parts are known, but not understood

EWSB: SUL(2) × UY(1) → UEM(1)

Flavor: fermion masses and mixing
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which interact with Ws

which do not

Standard Quark Fields
two-component fields, with weak isopin ½

one-component fields, with weak isopin 0



Turn 9 into 6 69

SUL(2) symmetry is chiral and, thus, forbids quark masses

masses couple Left and Right

Standard Model introduces one scalar doublet φ 
 

 
Electroweak symmetry breaking: 〈φ0〉 ≠ 0

yu
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Also have	 (and all other combos) 
	 	
	 	
	 	

So, as well as quark masses, these interactions lead to all 
sorts of generation-changing interactions.

Provides the Standard source of CP violation.

We know only that something like this happens; we do not 
know if the details are so simple.

yu
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Masses and CKM
Masses

mu < md; mc > ms; mt > mb.

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix 
	
	

	 complex elements violate CP V=




Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb







Why are we here?
Several mysteries in the microscopic world ...

electroweak symmetry breaking

(full) origin of CP violation

pattern of quark masses

... without which we cannot exist.

Hence, we want to study the microscopic couplings of quarks.



Alas, the strong interactions are, well, too strong.

Experiments do not detect quarks, they detect hadrons.

To “measure” quark properties, theorists have to

understand why (quark confinement)

calculate effects of the strong interactions

Where are the quarks?



Origin of Mass

Almost all the mass of 
ordinary matter comes 
from the chromodynamic 
energy of gluons and 
quarks whizzing around 
inside protons and 
neutrons.

1%10%

89%

gluons kaons Higgs



Lattice QCD



Lattice Gauge Theory

Feynman functional-integral formulation of QFT:

everything is a (infinite-dimensional) integral.

Field theory defined on a space-time lattice.

Wilson (1974) showed how to put non-Abelian gauge 
symmetries into lattice field theory.

A simple and compelling explanation of confinement.



Spacetime Lattice
a

L = NSa

L 4 =
 N

4a

Spacing a gives UV cutoff

Box-size L gives IR cutoff

Euclidean metric t = ix4 
yields positive weight

space ➙

tim
e ➙



Lattice QCD
Lattice gauge theory provides a non-perturbative definition

the Lagrangian of lattice QCD has 1 + nf  parameters.

Lattice gauge theory + numerical simulation

compute the integrals numerically.

With a ≠ 0 and L, L4 < ∞ the problem is finite.

With positive weights, Monte Carlos methods work.



Many Scales in QCD
Characteristic scale, ΛQCD, around mρ = 770 MeV

coupling αs(q) ~ 1 for q ~ 250 MeV

chiral symmetry scale mK
2/ms ≈ 2500 MeV

Light quarks: mu, md « ms ~ 80 MeV « ΛQCD

Heavy quarks: mb » mc ≈ 1400 MeV > ΛQCD

Top quark: mt ≈ 175 GeV, so decays before hadronizing.



Many Scales in Lattice QCD

mπ mK mc mbΛ

a–1 π/amPSL–1

QCD scales

MC scales



Many Scales in Physics
Mercedes: So, some dude at Cornell won the Nobel Prize in 
physics this year [1982].  Do you know him?

Andreas: Yes, I know Ken Wilson.

Mercedes: What did he do?

Andreas: He studied how to approach problems with more 
than one length scale.  He said to study one scale at a time.

Mercedes: What’s so clever about that?



Effective Field Theories

A powerful framework for separating physics at different 
length scales.

Effective Lagrangian

“short-distance” physics lumped into coefficients,

“long-distance” physics described by operators.

Cascade of EFTs; matching calculations.



EFTs in Lattice QCD
Chiral perturbation theory for the pion cloud

to extrapolate in light quark mass.

Symanzik theory of cutoff effects

for gluons and light quarks.

Heavy-quark theories (HQET and NRQCD)

for cutoff effects of heavy quarks.

m! mK mc mb"

a–1 !/amPSL–1

m! mK mc mb"

a–1 !/amPSL–1

m! mK mc mb"

a–1 !/amPSL–1



Naïve: 16 species per field, lately called “tastes”.

Wilson: 1 taste (flavor), but hard chiral symmetry breaking   
⇒ fine tuning ⇒ mq > 0.7ms [JLQCD, QCDSF, ...].

Staggered: still 4 tastes per field, but remnant of chiral 
symmetry ⇒ mq > 0.15ms [MILC].

Ginsparg-Wilson (domain wall or overlap): flavor simple, full 
chiral symmetry.

Lattice Fermions



The Berlin Wall

cost for Wilson

3 times faster

cost for staggered

Plot from Jansen, 
Ukawa & Gottlieb 
hep-lat/0311039 

a = 1/11 fm
measured in simulation

a = 1/22 fm
extrapolated

mPS/mVmPS/mV

cost ∝

(

m2
V

m2
PS

)3

L
4+1

a
−(4+3)



Chiral Extrapolation

The slow-down at small quark mass has two important 
implications:

extrapolations in light quark masses are needed;

only staggered quarks are, so far, light enough to take 
chiral perturbation theory as a guide.

Other methods catching up: 3-5 years behind.



Full QCD has (expensive) quark loops.

Quenched Approximation

Replace det M with 1, and compensate by shifting bare 
gauge coupling and bare masses.  “Dielectric”.

Arguably OK if all light quarks had mass mq ~ Λ.

A thing of the past!



Success (at last)



Staggered Quarks
Staggered fermions have always been fast.

Discretization effects O(a2), but “large”.

Traced to “taste-changing” interactions.

Systematically removed by Orginos, Sugar, & Toussaint:

Remaining O(a2) removed by Lepage

the “asqtad action”: O(αsa2), O(a4) and “small”.



Gold-plated Quantities
Some quantities are under much better control:

1 hadron in the initial state & 0 or 1 in the final state;

stable, or narrow and not too close to threshold.

Chiral extrapolation must also be under control!

Narrow D*, φ, ... not gold-plated, but perhaps not bad.

(almost) elastic ρ, Δ, K → ππ much, much harder.



MILC Collaboration = dozen or so physicists at Arizona, 
UCSB, APS, Indiana, Pacific, Utah, Washington U. (St. Louis)

Improved staggered quarks (asqtad action)

2 + 1 flavors  of light quarks in sea

Lattice spacings a = 1/8, 1/11 fm.

The MILC Ensembles



Many (valence and sea) mq down to 0.15ms.

Several hundred lattice gauge fields per ensemble

sub-% statistical errors (importance sampling).

Freely available over the internet.



Several groups started looking at light hadrons (MILC), 
hadrons with bottom quarks (HPQCD), &	  
hadrons with charmed quarks (Fermilab).

All of the QCD scale was being probed.

A consistent picture emerged: after tuning 1 + nf 
parameters, we checked 9 other mass splittings and decay 
constants.

m! mK mc mb"

a–1 !/amPSL–1
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Because staggered quarks come in four tastes, we have used  
[det4 M]1/4 for det1(D/ + m).

But det4 M1/4 looks non-local and, hence, terrifying.

Several theoretical and numerical studies are suggestive that 
the “¼-root trick” is acceptable.   

Nevertheless, “not proven:” not proven right; not proven 
wrong either.

The Dark Side



Summary So Far
Lattice QCD with improved staggered quarks agrees with 
Nature for 5+9 gold-plated quantities.

Only improved staggered fermions have achieved the 
following:

2+1 flavors of sea quark

quarks light enough for chiral perturbation theory

Very promising for flavor physics and all QCD.



Examples

Marciano suggests taking fπ/fK = 1.210(4)(13)(1) 
[MILC] to get the Cabibbo angle tan θ12 = |Vus|/|Vud|

Quark masses [MILC/HPQCD]

strange ms(2 GeV) = 76(0)(3)(0)(7) MeV

2ms/(mu + md) = 27.4(4); mu/md = 0.43(8)

Strong coupling [HPQCD] α(5)
MS(MZ) = 0.1177(13)



Predictions



Predictive Lattice QCD

Any numerical simulation is a messy enterprise.

An end-to-end test is a fair demand.

Compute something before it’s been measured.

Success (?!) in a strongly-coupled field theory.

Use calculations of unmeasurable quantities to learn more 
about deep questions about quarks.



Fortunately, we are in a position to make some:

semi-leptonic form factor of the D meson, f+(q2)

normalization,

shape;

leptonic decay of the D meson, fD;

mass of the Bc meson, mBc.

All being measured on the same time scale, or a little later!



Tests several ingredients

calculation light sea light valence heavy
semileptonic  f+ ★★ ★★ ★★

leptonic  fD ★★ ★★★ ★★

Bc mass ★★ — ★★★

Let’s see how we are doing!



f+D→π(q2) & f+D→K(q2)



q2 = m2
D +m2

K−2mDE

Semileptonic Decay
One example :

Vcs from semileptonic decay D Kl!
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+

+
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D ! and D K results (hep-ph/0408306, accepted for PRL)
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hep-ph/0408306
D → Klν: 
 
 
 

D → πlν: 
 
 
 
 

fD→K
+ (0) = 0.73(3)(7)

fD→π
+ (0) = 0.64(3)(6)

fD→K
+ (0) = 0.78(5) [BES, hep-ex/0406028]

fD→π
+ (0) = 0.86(9)fD→K

+ [CLEO, hep-ex/0407035]
fD→π
+ (0) = 0.87(3)(9)fD→K

+

dominant error:
heavy quark
discretization



D → Klν vs. q2
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D → Klν vs. q2
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Summary of Form Factors

BES and CLEO-III have confirmed the normalization, on the 
same time scale as our calculations.

FOCUS confirmed the shape, after we were finished.

CLEO-c will improve the measurements.

Lattice can systematically improve: few % foreseeable.

Prototype for B → πlν, which yields |Vub|.



fDs & fD



fDs & fD

Meson decay constants parametrize D → lν, etc.

Experiments measure |Vcd|fD and |Vcs|fDs  ...

... so take |Vcd| and |Vcs| from CKM unitarity.

CLEO-c is measuring them.

A test of chiral perturbation theory for staggered quarks.

Prototype for fB: no experiment will measure |Vub|fB.



m
sea

u,d Dots are PDG.

Error bars are latQCD.

Linear extrap (demo).

Fancier versions of 
χPT get closer & 
improve CL.

Chiral Extrapolation

0.0958



Analysis Steps

Consider two quantities with different dominant 
uncertainties:

	 not sensitive to light quarks

	 most uncertainties cancel, 
	 (not most of the uncertainty cancels).

φs = fDs

√
mDs

Rd/s = φd/φs



Chiral Extrapolation fDs

Interpolate in 
valence mq to get 
down to real ms.

Extrapolate in sea 
mu to get down to 
real ml.



A separate linear fit,
shown for illustration.
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Chiral Extrapolation fD
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staggered χPT fit (to 60 points)
taste violations removed

mq = ml



Final Results
C. Aubin et al., hep-lat/0506030 (PRL) 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

4

TABLE II: Error budget (in per cent) for Rd/s, φs, φd.

source Rd/s φs φd

statistics 0.5 1.4 1.5

input parameters a and mc 0.6 2.8 2.9

higher-order ρAcq
4

0 1.3 1.3

heavy-quark discretization 0.5 4.2 4.2

light-quark discretization and χPT fits 5.0 3.9 6.3

static χPT 1.4 0.5 1.5

finite volume 1.4 0.5 1.5

total systematic 5.4 6.5 8.5

Although χPT is able to remove (most of) the light-
quark discretization errors, heavy-quark discretization ef-
fects remain. We estimate this uncertainty using HQET
as a theory of cutoff effects [23, 24]. To arrive at a nu-
merical estimate, one must choose a typical scale Λ̄ for
the soft interactions; we choose Λ̄ ≈ 500–700 MeV. We
then estimate a discretization uncertainty of 2.7–4.2% at
a = 0.086 fm. Similarly, the results at a = 0.121 fm are
expected to lie within 1–2% of those at a = 0.086 fm.

Because we cannot disentangle heavy- and light-quark
discretization effects, to quote final results we average the
results at a = 0.086 and 0.121 fm. We then find

Rd/s = 0.786(04)(05)(04)(42) (11)

φs = 0.349(05)(10)(15)(14) GeV3/2, (12)

which are the principal results of this work. The uncer-
tainties (in parentheses) are, respectively, from statistics,
input parameters a and mc, heavy-quark discretization
effects, and chiral extrapolation. A full error budget is
in Table II; all uncertainties are reducible in future work.
The results for fD+ and fDs in Eqs. (1) and (2) are ob-
tained via fDs = φs/

√
mDs , fD+ = Rd/sφs/

√
mD+ , by

inserting the physical meson masses.
Present experimental measurements, fD+ = 202±41±

17 MeV [4], fDs = 267±33 MeV [25], are not yet precise
enough to put our results in Eqs. (1) and (2) to a strin-
gent test. The anticipated measurements of fD+ and,
later, fDs from CLEO-c are therefore of great interest.
If validated, our calculation of fD+ has important impli-
cations for flavor physics. For B physics it is crucial to
compute the decay constant fB . To do so, we must sim-
ply change the heavy quark mass. In fact, heavy-quark
discretization effects, with the Fermilab method, are ex-
pected to be smaller, about half as big.

We thank the U.S. National Science Foundation, the
Office of Science of the U.S. Department of Energy, Fer-
milab, and Indiana University for support, particularly
for the computing needed for the project. Fermilab is

operated by Universities Research Association Inc., un-
der contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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We present the first lattice QCD calculation with realistic sea quark content of the D+-meson
decay constant fD+ . We use the MILC Collaboration’s publicly available ensembles of lattice gauge
fields, which have a quark sea with two flavors (up and down) much lighter than a third (strange).
We obtain fD+ = 201±3±17 MeV, where the errors are statistical and a combination of systematic
errors. We also obtain fDs = 249± 3± 16 MeV for the Ds meson.

PACS numbers: 13.20.Fc,12.38.Gc

Flavor physics currently plays a central role in ele-
mentary particle physics [1]. To aid the experimental
search for physics beyond the Standard Model, several
hadronic matrix elements must be calculated nonpertur-
batively from Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). One
of the most important of these is the decay constant of
the B meson fB [2]. Any framework for calculating fB

should, therefore, be subjected to stringent tests, and
such a test is a key aim of this paper.

The most promising method for these nonperturbative
calculations is numerical lattice QCD. For many years
the results suffered from an unrealistic treatment of the
effects of sea quarks. In the last few years, however, this
obstacle seems to have been removed: with three flavors
of sea quarks lattice QCD now agrees with experiment for
a wide variety of hadronic quantities [3]. This validation
of lattice QCD has been realized, so far, only for so-called
“gold-plated” quantities: masses and matrix elements of
the simplest hadronic states. Note, however, that many
of the hadronic matrix elements relevant to flavor physics
are in this class, including fB .

The challenges in computing fB are essentially the
same for the D+-meson decay constant fD+ . Experi-
ments have observed the leptonic decay D+ → l+νl, but
not B+ → l+νl. One can, thus, determine |Vcd|fD+ ,
where Vcd is an element of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix. Taking |Vcd| from elsewhere,
one gets fD+ . In 2004 the CLEO-c Collaboration mea-

sured fD+ with a 20% error [4], and a more precise mea-
surement is expected soon.

This Letter reports the first lattice-QCD calculation of
fD+ with three flavors of sea quarks [5]. We find

fD+ = 201 ± 3 ± 6 ± 9 ± 13 MeV, (1)

where the uncertainties are statistical, and a sequence of
systematic effects, discussed below. We also obtain the
decay constant of the Ds meson,

fDs = 249 ± 3 ± 7 ± 11 ± 10 MeV. (2)

The second result is more precise than a recent lattice
QCD calculation with the same sea quark content but
non-relativistic heavy quarks, which found fDs = 290 ±
20 ± 41 MeV [6]. These results are more reliable than
older calculations [7] because we now incorporate (three)
sea quarks and, for fD+ , also because the light valence
quark masses are smaller than before.

These results test the viability of lattice QCD because
they are predictions. The input parameters have been
fixed previously [3, 8–11], and, once comparably precise
experimental measurements become available, one can
see how Eqs. (1) and (2) fare. Indeed, this work is part of
a program to calculate matrix elements for leptonic and
semileptonic decays [10, 12, 13], neutral-meson mixing,
and quarkonium [11, 14]. So far, these lattice QCD cal-
culations agree with experiment for the normalization of
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Bc



Bc

Meson composed of a beautiful anti-quark and a charmed 
quark.

Unusual beast

contrast with Bs & Ds, ψ & ϒ: vc = 0.7.

no annihilation to gluons



Thursday & Friday, December 2 & 3, 2004

DØ CDF
4:00 p.m. One West
Joint Experimental Theoretical Physics Seminar
Saverio D'Auria, University of Glasgow
Bc: Fully Reconstructed Decays and 
Mass Measurement  at CDF



QCD Theory & Bc

Three main tools

potential models

potential NRQCD

lattice QCD

All treat both quarks as non-relativistic

charmed quark is pushing it, vc2 = 0.5.



Essentials

Prediction: αs, mb, mc taken from bottomonium and 
charmonium spectrum

Use latNRQCD for b and Fermilab method for c.

We calculate two mass splittings

	 quarkonium baseline

	 heavy-light baseline

∆ψϒ = mBc− 1
2(m̄ψ +mϒ)

∆DsBs = mBc− 1
2(m̄Ds + m̄Bs)



Error Analysis
Everything is gold-plated, in the sense that the mesons are 
all stable, and far from threshold.

Statistical error is straightforward & small.

Uncertainty from a–1, mb, mc easy to propagate: latter two 
are ±10, ±5 MeV.

Main problem is to estimate the discretization effect for the 
heavy quarks.



Discretization Effects

Use calculations of tree-level mismatches

Wave hands for one-loop mismatches 

Estimate matrix elements in potential models

Check framework with other calculations

(short distance mismatch) • (matrix element)



Splittings:	
	
	

Meson mass: 
	
	

More checks on quarkonium baseline, so it is our main result.

Results

∆ψΥ = 39.8 ± 3.8 ± 11.2
+18
− 0 MeV,

∆DsBs
= −

[

1238 ± 30 ± 11
+ 0
−37

]

MeV,

mBc
= 6304 ± 4 ± 11

+18
− 0 MeV,

mBc
= 6243 ± 30 ± 11

+37
− 0 MeV,
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m2+1Bc = 6304±4±11+18
−0 MeV

[hep-lat/0411027→ PRL]

mexptBc = 6287±5 MeV
[CDF, W&C seminar, 12/3/2004]

mnf=0
Bc = 6386±9±15±98 MeV

[Phys. Lett. B 453, 289 (1999)]

hep-ex/0505076



Outlook



Non-Perturbative QCD
The “end of the beginning” of non-perturbative QCD

even if staggered quarks prove not to be the last word, 
other methods are only 3-5 years behind.

This advance opens the way to applications in flavor physics, 
RHIC and, of course, the LHC

QCD calculations of moments of parton densities;

new strong dynamics breaking SUL(2) × UY(1).



CKM Matrix with Lattice QCD
Mind the gap!

It’s new physics!
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